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It has been conjectured that any partial triple system of order u
and index λ can be embedded in a triple system of order v
and index λ whenever v  2u + 1, λ(v − 1) is even and λ(v2) ≡
0 (mod 3). This conjecture is known to hold for λ = 1 and for all
even λ 2. Here the conjecture is proven for all remaining values
of λ when u 28.
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1. Introduction
A partial triple system of order u and index λ, denoted by PTS(u, λ), is a pair (U , A) where U is a set
of u points and A is a multiset of 3-element subsets of U , called triples, such that each pair of points
is in at most λ triples. The leave of a PTS(u, λ) is the graph with vertex set U such that for distinct
x, y ∈ U , there are precisely λ − λx,y edges joining x to y, where λx,y is the number of triples of A
that contain both x and y. A triple system of order v and index λ, denoted by TS(v, λ), is a PTS(v, λ) for
which the leave has no edges. It is well known that a triple system of order v and index λ exists if
and only if λ(v − 1) is even and λ(v2) ≡ 0 (mod 3), see [7]. Equivalently, a triple system of order v
and index λ exists if and only if λ ≡ 0 (mod gcd(v − 2,6)). For a given λ, we will call an integer v
which satisﬁes this condition λ-admissible.
A partial triple system (U , A) of index λ is embedded in a partial triple system (V , B) of index λ
if U ⊆ V and A ⊆ B . An embedding in a (complete) triple system of order v is called an embedding
of order v . The problem of interest is to determine conditions under which there is an embedding
of order v for any partial triple system of order u. It has been conjectured (see [7]) that any par-
tial triple system of order u and index λ has an embedding of order v if v is λ-admissible and
v  2u + 1. In this paper, we shall refer to this as the embedding conjecture. The λ = 1 case of the
embedding conjecture is the well-known Lindner conjecture and is ﬁrst mentioned in [15]. Of course,
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which has no embedding of order v for any v < 2u + 1 [7], so the lower bound on v given by the
embedding conjecture is sharp.
There has been considerable work done on the embedding conjecture. In the case λ = 1 (the Lind-
ner conjecture), Treash [19] proved in 1971 that every partial triple system has ﬁnite embedding,
increasingly smaller embeddings were found in [14,1,3], and a complete proof of the Lindner con-
jecture was obtained in [4]. The embedding conjecture has also been proven for all even λ. Hilton
and Rodger [12] settled the case λ ≡ 0 (mod 4), and Johansson [13] extended their method to prove
the conjecture for all even λ (also see [11]). Subsequently, Ferencak and Hilton [9] provided a new
proof of the embedding conjecture for all even λ as a corollary to a more general result on graph
amalgamations. See [2] for a survey on the method of graph amalgamations. The strongest existing
result for all indices proves the embedding conjecture when v  4v + 1 [16,17]. Previous results for
λ > 1 appeared in [10,6,5].
Here we prove that any partial triple system of order u  28 and odd index λ > 1 has an embed-
ding of order v whenever v  2u + 1 and v is λ-admissible. We generalise the techniques introduced
by Bryant and Horsley [4] in their proof of the Lindner conjecture, and our constructions and overall
approach have similar structure to theirs.
We have not been able to ﬁnd any way to deal completely with embeddings where u < 28, or
to reduce the number of such embeddings to a ﬁnite number. Of course, for each value of λ, there
are only ﬁnitely many partial triple systems of order less than 28, but there is no apparent way to
use results for small values of λ to completely settle the problem for larger values of λ. Thus, with
inﬁnitely many values of λ to resolve, it is not possible to use computational methods to settle the
entire problem.
Roughly speaking, the paper contains two main embedding techniques; one which works for leaves
with a large number of edges and one which works for leaves with a small number of edges. These
are given in Section 5 and Section 6 respectively, and corresponding techniques were also given in
[4] to solve the λ = 1 case. In the λ = 1 case, there are two gaps left uncovered by these techniques.
First, for all u there is a “small” family of partial triple systems which are not covered by either of
the techniques. Second, the techniques only work for u  9. For the λ = 1 case, this small family of
partial triple systems was easily dealt with as the structure of the leaves was essentially forced, and
the cases with u < 9 could be dealt with one by one. For λ > 1 these two gaps remain and are more
problematic, resulting in the requirement that u  28.
More speciﬁcally, one reason for the requirement that u  28 arises in Lemma 6.3. For small values
of u, the partial triple system (W , B∗) required in the proof of Lemma 6.3 does not exist. Until u  28,
the quadratic function for the maximum number of triples in a partial triple system of given order
and index is not greater than the linear function which describes the number of triples required in
(W , B∗) for our construction to work.
2. Notation and preliminaries
A PTS(u, λ), (U , A), is maximal if there is no PTS(u, λ), (U , A′), with A ⊂ A′ . To prove the embed-
ding conjecture for λ odd, it must be shown that any PTS(u, λ) can be embedded in a TS(v, λ) if v
is λ-admissible and v  2u + 1. Let w  u be an integer such that v = 2w + 1. Any PTS(u, λ) can
be embedded in a maximal PTS(w, λ) by arbitrarily adding triples. Hence, it would suﬃce to prove
that any maximal PTS(w, λ) can be embedded in a TS(v, λ) whenever v is λ-admissible. Further-
more, if v is λ-admissible, then λ ≡ 0 (mod 3) whenever w ≡ 2 (mod 3). Hence, it suﬃces to prove
that any maximal PTS(w, λ) with λ ≡ 0 (mod 3) whenever w ≡ 2 (mod 3) can be embedded in a
TS(2w + 1, λ).
A graph G is a nonempty set V (G) of vertices and a set E(G) of edges, together with a function
which maps each edge in E(G) to a pair of vertices called its endpoints. None of the graphs considered
here will have loops (that is, the endpoints of each edge will be distinct vertices). If G is a graph and
u and v are vertices of G , then the number of edges in G which have u and v as their endpoints
is denoted by μG(uv). The multiplicity of a graph G is the maximum of μG(uv) for all u, v ∈ V (G).
A graph G is simple if its multiplicity is 1. The size of the set E(G) will be denoted by (G), and the
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an edge in G .
Note that the above deﬁnition of a graph distinguishes different edges with the same endpoints.
In this paper, however, this distinction is usually an unnecessary complication which we will often
ignore. Hence, we may write xy to denote any edge having endpoints x and y, and we will write
G ′ = G if V (G ′) = V (G) and μG ′ (xy) = μG(xy) for all distinct x, y ∈ V (G).
This allows us to use the following notation. If G is a subgraph of λKn and x1, x2, . . . , xs ,
y1, y2, . . . , ys are vertices of λKn such that there are s distinct edges in G with endpoints xi and
yi for each i ∈ {1,2, . . . , s}, then G −{x1 y1, x2 y2, . . . , xs ys} is the graph obtained from G by removing
s edges with endpoints x1 y1, x2 y2, . . . , xs ys . Similarly, G+{x1 y1, x2 y2, . . . , xs ys} is the graph obtained
from G by adding an edge with endpoints xi and yi for each i ∈ {1,2, . . . , s}. These deﬁnitions do not
specify the vertex set of G − {x1 y1, x2 y2, . . . , xs ys} or G + {x1 y1, x2 y2, . . . , xs ys}, but the vertex set
will always be clear from the context.
For any graph G , the subgraph of G induced by a subset U of V (G) will be denoted by G[U ].
That is, V (G[U ]) = U and e ∈ E(G[U ]) if and only if both endpoints of e are in U and e ∈ E(G). This
notation is convenient for describing the subgraphs G[U ] and G[W ] of the leave G of a partial triple
system (U ∪ W , B), where U and W are disjoint. We will be dealing with such systems often, and it
is thus convenient to also deﬁne the graph G[U ,W ] by V (G[U ,W ]) = U ∪ W and e ∈ E(G[U ,W ]) if
and only if e ∈ E(G) and exactly one of the endpoints of e is in U (and the other is in W ). Thus, for a
graph G with V (G) = U ∪ W where U ∩ W = ∅, E(G) is the disjoint union of E(G[U ]), E(G[W ]) and
E(G[U ,W ]). If (V , B) is a partial triple system and U ⊆ V , then we say that a triple of B is a Ui-type
triple if it has exactly i elements in U .
Let γ be an edge colouring of a graph G with colour set C , let x ∈ V (G) and let c ∈ C . We shall
use the notation ηc(x) to denote the number of edges of G that are incident with x and coloured c. If
ηc(x) λ for each x ∈ V (G) and each c ∈ C , then we say that γ is λ-proper.
A trail in a graph G is a sequence
x1e1x2e2x3 . . . xtetxt+1
such that xi is a vertex of G for i ∈ {1,2, . . . , t, t + 1}, and e1, e2, . . . , et are distinct edges of G such
that ei has endpoints xi and xi+1 for i ∈ {1,2, . . . , t}. Let G be an edge coloured graph and let a and b
be two distinct colours. A trail x1e1x2e2x3 . . . xtetxt+1 in G is an alternating (a,b)-trail if the edges are
alternately coloured a and b. Let σ denote the transposition (ab).
In a trail T = x1e1x2e2x3 . . . xtetxt+1, we generally don’t wish to identify which edge with endpoints
xi and xi+1 is in the trail. Thus we will often write
x1x2x3 . . . xtxt+1
for T . Note that, if T is an alternating (red,black)-trail with x1x2 being black, then for odd i, xixi+1 is
some black edge with endpoints xi and xi+1, and for even i, xixi+1 is some red edge with endpoints
xi and xi+1.
3. Repacking and trail switches
The constructions used in this article rely heavily on the generalisation to all values of λ of the
repacking (deﬁned below) techniques which were introduced for the case λ = 1 in [4]. Suppose a
given partial triple system (U , A) is embedded in a partial triple system (V , B). We repack the triples
of B \ A so that (U , A) is embedded in a different partial triple system (V , B ′) with more desirable
properties. For example, if (V , B) is maximal then we may construct a repacking (V , B ′) of (V , B)
where (V , B ′) is not maximal, so that an additional triple can be added to B ′ . Our repackings will
always satisfy several conditions and we include these in the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let U and W be disjoint sets, let (U ∪ W , B) be a partial triple system of index λ, and
let G be its leave. A repacking of (U ∪ W , B) is a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B ′) of index λ with
leave G ′ such that
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• G ′[U ] = G[U ];
• for all x, y, z ∈ U , {x, y, z} ∈ B ′ if and only if {x, y, z} ∈ B;
• for all x ∈ U , degG ′ (x) = degG(x).
Thus, the notion of repacking depends on the partition of the underlying set of the partial triple
system and this partition will always be clear. The underlying set is always given as the union of
two sets and these deﬁne the partition. Clearly, the basic property of repacking is that if (U , A) is
embedded in (U ∪ W , B), and (U ∪ W , B ′) is a repacking of (U ∪ W , B), then (U , A) is embedded in
(U ∪ W , B ′). Moreover, it is easy to see that if (U ∪ W , B ′) with leave G ′ is a repacking of (U ∪ W , B)
with leave G , then the following conditions also hold.
• (G ′[U ]) = (G[U ]), (G ′[U ,W ]) = (G[U ,W ]), (G ′[W ]) = (G[W ]).
• For i = 0,1,2,3, the number of Ui-type triples in B ′ is the same as the number of Ui-type triples
in B . Further, for each x ∈ U the number of Ui-type triples in B ′ that contain x is the same as the
number of Ui-type triples in B that contain x.
The following technique, which can be used to repack partial triple systems, is an essential ingre-
dient in the lemmas of the next section.
Lemma 3.1. Let (V , B) be a partial triple system of index λ and let G be its leave. Let U and W be disjoint
sets such that V = U ∪ W , let a,b ∈ W and let σ denote the transposition (ab). Let E = E(a,b) be a subset of
E(G) containing for each vertex x ∈ V (G)\ {a,b}, preciselymax({0,μG(xa)−μG(xb)}) edges with endpoints
x and a, and preciselymax({0,μG(xb)−μG(xa)}) edges with endpoints x and b. Then there exists a partition
P = Pa,b of E into pairs such that for any subset Q = {{x1 y1, x′1 y′1}, {x2 y2, x′2 y′2}, . . . , {xn yn, x′n y′n}} of P ,
with y1, y′1, . . . , yn, y′n ∈ {a,b}, there exists a repacking (V , B ′) of (V , B) with leave G ′ where
G ′ = (G \ {x1 y1, x′1 y′1, . . . , xn yn, x′n y′n})∪ {x1σ(y1), x′1σ (y′1), . . . , xnσ(yn), x′nσ (y′n)}.
Proof. Let Ha be a graph with V (Ha) = V (G) \ {a,b} where for each x, y ∈ V (Ha), the number of
edges joining x and y in Ha is the number of times the triple {x, y,a} occurs in B . Similarly, let Hb
be a graph with V (Hb) = V (G) \ {a,b} where for each x, y ∈ V (Hb), the number of edges joining x
and y in Hb is the number of times the triple {x, y,b} occurs in B . Let H be the edge coloured graph
with V (H) = V (G) \ {a,b}, E(H) = E(Ha) ∪ E(Hb), the edges of Ha coloured a, and the edges of Hb
coloured b.
It easy to see that for each x ∈ V (H), the number of edges in E with endpoints x and a is
max{0,degHb (x)−degHa (x)}. Similarly, for each x ∈ V (H), the number of edges in E with endpoints x
and b is max{0,degHa (x) − degHb (x)}. It follows that there exists a set T of |E|2 pairwise edge-disjoint
alternating (a,b)-trails in H such that the multiset consisting of the |E| ﬁrst and last vertices of these
trails equals the multiset consisting of the endpoints in V (H) of the edges of E . To see this, note
that any alternating (a,b)-trail in H that starts either with an edge of Ha and at a vertex x where
degHa (x) > degHb (x), or with an edge of Hb and at a vertex x where degHb (x) > degHa (x), can be
extended to an alternating (a,b)-trail in H that ends either with an edge of Ha and at a vertex x
where degHa (x) > degHb (x), or with an edge of Hb and at a vertex x where degHb (x) > degHa (x). It is
possible that our alternating (a,b)-trails are closed, in which case the ﬁrst and last edges are either
both in Ha and degHa (x) > degHb (x) + 1, or both in Hb and degHb (x) > degHa (x) + 1.
Deﬁne P to be the partition of E given by pairing e with e′ when the two endpoints of
e and e′ that are in V (H) are the ﬁrst and last vertices of an alternating (a,b)-trail in T . Let
Q = {{x1 y1, x′1 y′1}, {x2 y2, x′2 y′2}, . . . , {xn yn, x′n y′n}} be a subset of P , with x1, x′1, . . . , xn, x′n ∈ V (H), and
for i = 1,2, . . . ,n, let Ti be an alternating (a,b)-trail in T such that the ﬁrst and last vertices of Ti are
xi and x′i respectively. For each edge zz
′ in E(Ha) ∩ E(Ti), i = 1,2, . . . ,n, replace the triple {z, z′,a}
with the triple {z, z′,b}, and for each edge zz′ in E(Hb) ∩ E(Ti), i = 1,2, . . . ,n, replace the triple
{z, z′,b} with the triple {z, z′,a}. The required repacking results. 
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guarantees that for any x ∈ (U ∪ W ) \ {a,b} with μG(xa) > μG(xb), there exists a pair {xa, x′ y′} ∈ P ,
where x′ ∈ (U ∪ W ) \ {a,b} and y′ ∈ {a,b}. Applying Lemma 3.1 with Q = {{xa, x′ y′}} results in a
repacking (U ∪ W , B ′) of (U ∪ W , B) with leave G ′ such that G ′ = (G \ {xa, x′ y′}) ∪ {xb, x′σ(y′)}. We
shall refer to (U ∪ W , B ′) as the repacking of (U ∪ W , B) obtained by performing an (a,b)-switch
emanating from x and terminating at x′ .
Thus we make the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Let (U ∪W , B) be a partial triple system of index λ, let G be its leave, and let a,b ∈ W .
Suppose that the partition obtained by applying Lemma 3.1 contains the pair {xy, x′ y′} with y, y′ ∈
{a,b} and x, x′ ∈ (U ∪ W ) \ {a,b}. The partial triple system (U ∪ V , B ′) obtained from (U ∪ W , B)
by applying Lemma 3.1 with Q = {{xy, x′ y′}} is called the repacking obtained from (U ∪ W , B) by
performing an (a,b)-switch emanating from x and terminating at x′ .
In general we can choose any a,b ∈ W and any x ∈ U ∪W such that μG(xa) > μG(xb) and perform
an (a,b)-switch emanating from x. However, we cannot say where the terminus x′ of the switch will
be exactly, although we do know that μG(x′a) = μG(x′b).
4. Some repacking results
In this section we present the repacking techniques that will form the basis of the constructions
in Sections 5 and 6.
Lemma 4.1. Let U and W be disjoint sets, let (U ∪W , B) be a partial triple system, and let G be its leave. Then
there exists a repacking of (U ∪ W , B) with a leave G ′ such that for all x, y ∈ W , |degG ′ (x) − degG ′ (y)| 2.
Proof. If |degG(x) − degG(y)|  2 for all x, y ∈ W then (U ∪ W , B) itself suﬃces. Otherwise, there
exist vertices a,b ∈ W such that degG(b) > degG(a) + 2. Let P be the partition obtained by applying
Lemma 3.1 with a,b ∈ W . Since degG(b) > degG(a) + 2, there exists a pair {xb, x′b} in P , where
x, x′ ∈ U ∪ W . Let (U ∪ W , B∗) be a repacking of (U ∪ W , B) obtained by performing an (a,b)-switch
emanating from x and terminating at x′ , and let G∗ be its leave. Hence degG∗ (b) = degG(b) − 2 and
degG∗ (a) = degG(a) + 2. We can repeat this procedure to obtain the required result. 
Lemma 4.2. Let U and W be disjoint sets, let (U ∪W , B∗) be a partial triple system, let G∗ be its leave and let
T ⊆ U . Then there exists a repacking (U ∪ W , B ′) of (U ∪ W , B∗) with a leave G ′ such that for all x, y ∈ W ,
|degG ′ (x) − degG ′ (y)| 2 and |degG ′[T ,W ](x) − degG ′[T ,W ](y)| 2.
Proof. Let (U ∪ W , B) be the repacking of (U ∪ W , B∗) obtained by applying Lemma 4.1. If
|degG[T ,W ](x) − degG[T ,W ](y)|  2 for all x, y ∈ W , then let B ′ = B . Otherwise, there exist vertices
a,b ∈ W such that degG[T ,W ](b) > degG[T ,W ](a) + 2.
Let P be the partition obtained by applying Lemma 3.1 with a,b ∈ W . Since degG[T ,W ](b) >
degG[T ,W ](a) + 2 and |degG(b) − degG(a)| 2, it follows that at least one of the following holds.
(i) There exists a pair {xb, x′a} ∈ P such that x ∈ T , x′ ∈ (U ∪ W ) \ T .
(ii) There exist pairs {xb, x′b}, {ya, y′a} ∈ P such that x, x′ ∈ T , y, y′ ∈ (U ∪ W ) \ T .
(iii) There exist pairs {xb, x′b}, {ya, y′a} ∈ P such that x, x′, y ∈ T , y′ ∈ (U ∪ W ) \ T .
(iv) There exist pairs {xb, x′b}, {ya, y′a} ∈ P such that x ∈ T , x′, y, y′ ∈ (U ∪ W ) \ T .
If (i) holds, then let (U ∪ W , B ′) be a repacking of (U ∪ W , B) obtained by applying Lemma 3.1
with Q = {{xb, x′a}}, and if (ii), (iii) or (iv) holds, then let (U ∪ W , B ′) be a repacking of (U ∪ W , B)
obtained by applying Lemma 3.1 with Q = {{xb, x′b}, {ya, y′a}}. Let G ′ be the leave of (U ∪ W , B ′).
If (i), (iii) or (iv) holds, then degG ′[T ,W ](b) = degG[T ,W ](b) − 1, degG ′[T ,W ](a) = degG[T ,W ](a) + 1,
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degG ′[T ,W ](a) = degG[T ,W ](a) + 2, degG ′(b) = degG(b) and degG ′ (a) = degG(a).
We can repeat this procedure as many times as necessary to obtain the required result. 
Lemma 4.3. Let U and W be disjoint sets, let (U ∪ W , B) be a partial triple system, and let G be its leave.
Suppose G[W ] contains a connected simple subgraph M which is neither a cycle nor a tree. Then there ex-
ists a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B ′) with a U0-type triple T ∈ B ′ and such that (U ∪ W , B ′ \ {T }) is a
repacking of (U ∪ W , B). Furthermore, T ⊆ V (M) and any edge in the leave of exactly one of (U ∪ W , B) and
(U ∪ W , B ′ \ {T }) is incident with a vertex in V (M).
Proof. If G[W ] contains a triangle, then we are ﬁnished as we can let the triangle be T and let
B ′ = B ∪ {T }. Thus we assume that there is no triangle in G[W ]. Let (x1, x2, . . . , xk) be a shortest
cycle in M . Since M is simple, connected and is not a tree, M contains a cycle, and k > 3 by assump-
tion.
Since M is not a cycle and (x1, x2, . . . , xk) is a shortest cycle in M , there exists a vertex
a ∈ V (M) \ {x1, x2, . . . , xk} which is adjacent in M to a vertex of the cycle (x1, x2, . . . , xk). Without
loss of generality we can assume that a is adjacent to x1. Let (U ∪ W , B∗) be the repacking of
(U ∪ W , B) obtained by performing an (a, x3)-switch emanating from x1, and let G∗ be its leave.
Since (x1, x2, . . . , xk) is a shortest cycle in M , x1x3 is not an edge of G and so such a switch ex-
ists.
If the (a, x3)-switch does not terminate at x2, then we let T = {x1, x2, x3} and B ′ = B∗ ∪ {T } and
we are ﬁnished. If the (a, x3)-switch does terminate at x2, then x1x2 ∈ E(G∗) and (x1, x3, x4, . . . , xk)
is a cycle in G∗ . Since (x1, x3, x4, . . . , xk) is shorter than (x1, x2, . . . , xk), it is clear that we can repeat
this procedure until a triangle results. The result then follows. 
Lemma 4.4. Let U and W be disjoint sets, let (U ∪ W , B) be a partial triple system, and let G be its leave. If
G[W ] contains a subgraph M, where E(M) is one of the following
(a) {xy, yz, xz}, with x, y, z distinct,
(b) {xy, xy, xz, zt}, with x, y, z, t distinct,
(c) {xy, xy, xz, xt}, with x, y, z, t distinct,
(d) {xy, xy, xz, xz, ts}, with x, y, z, t, s distinct,
(e) {xy, xy, xy, xz}, with x, y, z distinct,
(f) {xy, xy, xy, zs, zs} with x, y, z, s distinct,
(g) {xy, xy, xy, zs, zt} with x, y, z, s, t distinct,
(h) {xy, xy, xy, xy, ts}, with x, y, t, s distinct, or
(i) {xy, xy, xy, xy, xy},
then there exists a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B ′) with a U0-type triple T ∈ B ′ such that (U ∪ W , B ′ \ {T })
is a repacking of (U ∪W , B). Furthermore, T ⊆ V (M) and any edge in exactly one of the leaves of (U ∪W , B)
and (U ∪ W , B ′ \ {T }) is incident with a vertex in V (M).
Proof. In Case (a), we simply let T = {x, y, z} and let B ′ = B ∪ {T }. Thus, in the remainder of the
proof we assume that G[W ] contains no triangles. In Case (b), let (U ∪ W , B∗) be the repacking
of (U ∪ W , B) obtained by performing a (y, t)-switch emanating from z, let T = {x, y, z}, and let
B ′ = B∗ ∪ {T }.
In Case (c), we let (U ∪ W , B∗) be the repacking of (U ∪ W , B) obtained by performing an (x, z)-
switch emanating from y. If the (x, z)-switch does not terminate at y, then we let T = {x, y, z} and
B ′ = B∗ ∪{T } and we are ﬁnished. If the (x, z)-switch does terminate at y, then let M = {yz, yz, xz, xt}
and proceed as in Case (b). In Case (d), we let (U ∪ W , B∗) be the repacking of (U ∪ W , B) obtained
by performing a (z, t)-switch emanating from s, and then we let M = {xy, xy, xz, zs} and proceed as
in Case (b).
In Case (e), we let (U ∪ W , B∗) be the repacking of (U ∪ W , B) obtained by performing an
(x, z)-switch emanating from y, and then we let T = {x, y, z} and B ′ = B∗ ∪ {T }. In Case (f), we let
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If the (x, z)-switch does not terminate at y, then let M = {xy, xy, xy, xs} and proceed as in Case (e).
If the (x, z)-switch does terminate at y, then let M = {xy, xy, yz, zs} and proceed as in Case (b). In
Case (g), we let (U ∪ W , B∗) be the repacking of (U ∪ W , B) obtained by performing an (x, z)-switch
emanating from s. If the (x, z)-switch does not terminate at y, then let M = {xy, xy, xy, xs} and pro-
ceed as in Case (e). If the (x, z)-switch does terminate at y, then let M = {xy, xy, yz, zt} and proceed
as in Case (b).
In Case (h), we let (U ∪ W , B∗) be the repacking of (U ∪ W , B) obtained by performing an
(x, t)-switch emanating from s, and then we let M = {xy, xy, xy, xs} and proceed as in Case (e).
Finally, in Case (i), we let z be a vertex in W distinct from x and y and let (U ∪ W , B∗) be the
repacking of (U ∪ W , B) obtained by performing an (x, z)-switch emanating from y. Then we let
M = {xy, xy, xy, yz} and proceed as in Case (e). 
The following lemma is used only in the proof of Lemma 4.6.
Lemma 4.5. Let U and W be disjoint sets, let (U ∪ W , B) be a partial triple system of index λ, and let G be its
leave. Let abcdf be a path in G where b, f ∈ U and a,d ∈ W . Let C be the graph with vertex set U ∪ W , such
that for x, y ∈ V (C) the number of edges joining x and y is equal to the number of triples {x, y, c} ∈ B. Let H
be the edge coloured graph with V (H) = U ∪ W , E(H) = E(G)∪ E(C), the edges in E(G) coloured black, and
the edges in E(C) coloured red. If there is a closed trail
(abcdf x1x2 . . . xt)
in H where
df x1x2 . . . xtab
is an alternating (red,black)-trail with x1, x3, x5, . . . , xt−1 ∈ W and x2, x4, x6, . . . , xt ∈ U , then there exists
a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B ′) of index λ with {a,b, c} ∈ B ′ and such that (U ∪ W , B ′ \ {{a,b, c}}) is a
repacking of (U ∪ W , B).
Proof. Let B ′ be the set of triples obtained from B by replacing
{c, f , x1}, {c, x2, x3}, {c, x4, x5}, . . . , {c, xt−2, xt−1}, {c, xt ,a}
with
{c,d, f }, {c, x1, x2}, {c, x3, x4}, . . . , {c, xt−1, xt}
and then adding the triple {a,b, c}. It is clear that (U ∪W , B ′ \ {{a,b, c}}) is a repacking of (U ∪W , B),
irrespective of whether c ∈ U or c ∈ W . 
Lemma 4.6. Let U and W be disjoint sets, let (U ∪ W , B) be a partial triple system, let G be its leave, and
suppose the following hold.
(1) There exists a path abc in G with a ∈ W and b ∈ U .
(2) If {c, x, y} ∈ B then at least one of x and y is in U .
(3) For all x ∈ U , either degG[U ,W ](x) λ or degG[U ,W \{c}](x) 1.
(4) There exists an edge cd ∈ E(G) with d ∈ W .
Then there exists a partial triple system (U ∪W , B ′) with {a,b, c} ∈ B ′ and such that (U ∪W , B ′ \ {{a,b, c}})
is a repacking of (U ∪ W , B).
Proof. Let C be the graph with vertex set U ∪ W , such that for x, y ∈ V (C) the number of edges
joining x and y is equal to the number of triples {x, y, c} ∈ B . Let H be the edge coloured graph
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coloured red.
If ca ∈ E(G), then we let B ′ = B ∪{{a,b, c}} and we are ﬁnished, so assume otherwise. Let J be the
subgraph of H formed by all alternating (red,black)-trails of the form bax1x2x3 . . . xn where xi ∈ U if
i is odd and xi ∈ W if i is even for i = 1,2, . . . ,n. So xixi+1 is black if i is odd, and xixi+1 is red if i is
even. Let JU = (V ( J ) ∩ U ) \ {c} and JW = (V ( J ) ∩ W ) \ {c}.
If there exists an edge cf ∈ E(G) where f ∈ JW , then there is an alternating trail bax1x2 . . . xn f
with n odd and xn f ∈ E(G). So we can apply Lemma 4.5 using the closed trail
(abcf xnxn−1 . . . x2x1)
and we are ﬁnished. Thus, we can assume that no such edge exists. Note that this means, in particular,
that d /∈ JW .
Otherwise, we claim that there exists a vertex f ∈ JW such that there are at least two black edges
of J incident with f (although these two edges may have the same endpoints). To prove this claim
we ﬁrst show that for each vertex x ∈ JU , there is a black edge of J that is incident with x but not
incident with c. If x = b then the edge ba suﬃces. So we can assume x = b. By Condition (3), we
either have such an edge, or x is incident with at least λ black edges of J . In the latter case, not all
of these edges can be incident with c because there is at least one red edge incident with x.
To complete the proof of our claim, we now show that | JU | > | JW |. Since we are assuming that
there is no edge cf ∈ E(G) where f ∈ JW , the number of red edges incident with vertices of JW is
λ| JW |. On the other hand, the number of red edges incident with vertices of JU is at most λ| JU | − 1
(since the edge bc is in the leave, there are at most λ− 1 red edges incident with b). This means that
| JU | > | JW |. Since we have already shown that for each vertex x ∈ JU , there is a black edge of J that
is incident with x but not incident with c, our claim follows.
Let e and e′ be two distinct black edges of J that are incident with f . Then e and e′ are the last
edges of two alternating trails, say
bax1x2 . . . xk−1 f
and
bax′1x′2 . . . x′l−1 f
where e has endpoints xk−1 and f , and e′ has endpoints x′l−1 and f (it is possible that xk−1 = x′l−1).
We can assume that the only black edge in bax1x2 . . . xk−1 f that is incident with f is e (so f /∈
{x1, x2, . . . , xk−1}). Moreover, we can also assume that any black edge of bax′1x′2 . . . x′l−1 f which is
incident with f is either e′ or e.
Since d /∈ JW , there is a (d, f )-switch S emanating from xk−1 and a (d, f )-switch S ′ emanating
from x′l−1 (it is possible that these switches are one and the same, with x
′
l−1 being the terminus of S ,
and xk−1 being the terminus of S ′). There are two cases to consider, the case where the terminus of
S is c, and the case where it is not.
Suppose ﬁrst that the terminus of S is not c. Let (U ∪ W , B∗) be the repacking of (U ∪ W , B)
obtained by performing the switch S , let G∗ be its leave, let C∗ be the graph with vertex set U ∪ W ,
such that for all α,β ∈ V (C∗) the number of edges joining α and β is equal to the number of triples
{α,β, c} ∈ B∗ , and let H∗ be the edge coloured graph with V (H∗) = U ∪ W , E(H∗) = E(G∗) ∪ E(C∗),
the edges in E(G∗) coloured black, and the remaining edges in E(H∗) coloured red. Then ab, bc, dxk−1,
and xixi+1 for i odd, are black edges of H∗ , and xixi+1 for i even and ax1 are red edges of H∗ . Our
assumption that f /∈ {x1, x2, . . . , xk−1} ensures that xixi+1 for i odd, are black edges of H∗ . Moreover,
since the terminus of S is not c, cd is also a black edge of H∗ . Hence we can apply Lemma 4.5 to
(U ∪ W , B∗) using the closed trail
(abcdxk−1 . . . x2x1)
and we are ﬁnished.
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by performing the switch S ′ , let G† be its leave, let C † be the graph with vertex set U ∪ W , such
that for all α,β ∈ V (C †) the number of edges joining α and β is equal to the number of triples
{α,β, c} ∈ B†, and let H† be the edge coloured graph with V (H†) = U ∪ W , E(H†) = E(G†) ∪ E(C †),
the edges in E(G†) coloured black, and the remaining edges in E(H†) coloured red. Then ab, bc,
dx′l−1, and x
′
i x
′
i+1 for i odd, are black edges of H
†, and x′i x
′
i+1 for i even, and ax
′
1 are red edges of H
†.
Because e is an edge of H† (as it is paired with an edge cd in the switch S it is not involved in S ′), our
assumption that any black edge of bax′1x′2 . . . x′l−1 f which is incident with f is either e
′ or e ensures
that x′i x
′
i+1 are black edges of H
† for i odd. We claim that cd is also a black edge of H†. This is clearly
the case unless the terminus of S ′ is c. But if the terminus of S ′ is c, then since the terminus of S
is also c, there are at least two black edges joining c to d in H , and hence at least one black edge
joining c to d in H†. Hence we can apply Lemma 4.5 to (U ∪ W , B†) using the trail
(
abcdx′l−1 . . . x
′
2x
′
1
)
and we are ﬁnished. 
Lemma 4.7. If G is a graph with multiplicity at most λ, then G has a λ-proper edge colouring with 	(G)+1
λ

colours.
Proof. Let H be a largest, in terms of number of edges, subgraph of G that has a λ-proper edge
colouring with 	(G)+1
λ
 colours. Let U = V (G), let W be a set of 	(G)+1
λ
 vertices that is disjoint
from U , let π be a λ-proper edge colouring of H with colour set W , and let L be the leave of the
partial triple system (U ∪ W , B) of index λ where B is given by including for each edge e ∈ E(H),
a triple {x, y,π(xy)} where x and y are the endpoints of e.
If H = G then we are ﬁnished, so suppose otherwise and let e be an edge in E(G) \ E(H). Now,
since |W | = 	(G)+1
λ
, we have λ|W | − 	(G)  1, and it follows that for each vertex x ∈ U , there is
at least one edge xy ∈ E(L) where y ∈ W . Thus, we can apply Lemma 4.6, with b, c ∈ U being the
endpoints of e, a ∈ W being a neighbour in L of b, and d ∈ W being a neighbour in L of c. The result
is a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B ′) of index λ which induces a λ-proper edge colouring of the
subgraph of G that is obtained from H by adding the edge e. This contradicts the deﬁnition of H and
the result follows. 
Lemma 4.7 can be strengthened as follows if we have only one vertex of maximum degree in G .
Lemma 4.8. If G is a graph with multiplicity at most λ and with exactly one vertex of degree 	(G), then G has
a λ-proper edge colouring with 	(G)
λ
 colours.
Proof. Let α be the vertex in G of degree 	(G) and let H be the subgraph of G obtained by removing
a single edge eα that is incident with α. Since 	(H) + 1	(G), Lemma 4.7 guarantees that H has a
λ-proper edge colouring π with colour set W where |W | = 	(G)
λ
. We now proceed exactly as in the
proof of Lemma 4.7, but with |W | = 	(G)
λ
. That is, we construct a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B)
of index λ where B is given by including for each edge e ∈ E(H), a triple {x, y,π(xy)} where x and
y are the endpoints of e, and then use Lemma 4.6 to assign a colour to the edge eα . Note that since
eα is incident with α and each vertex in V (G) \ {α} has degree strictly less than 	(G), we have at
least one edge xy ∈ E(L) with y ∈ W for each x ∈ U (where L is the leave of (U ∪ W , B)). Thus,
Condition (3) of Lemma 4.6 is satisﬁed, and Lemma 4.6 can indeed be applied. 
5. Embedding partial systems with big leaves
The purpose of this section is to prove Lemma 5.4. We split the construction of the embedding
into two steps. In the ﬁrst step we embed (U , A) in a partial triple system of order 2u − 4 with a
leave G where G[U ] is empty and degG(x) = λ for all x ∈ U , except for one special vertex α ∈ U for
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easy corollary of Lemma 4.6.
Lemma 5.1. Let U and W be disjoint sets, let (U ∪ W , B) be a partial triple system of index λ, let G be its
leave, and suppose the following hold.
(1) There exists a path abc in G with a, c ∈ W and b ∈ U .
(2) There are no U0-type triples in B.
(3) For all x ∈ U , degG[U ,W ](x) λ.
(4) Either there exists an edge cd′ ∈ E(G) with d′ ∈ W , or there exists a vertex d ∈ W with degG[W ](d) 2.
Then there exists a partial triple system (U ∪W , B ′) with {a,b, c} ∈ B ′ and such that (U ∪W , B ′ \ {{a,b, c}})
is a repacking of (U ∪ W , B).
Proof. Conditions (1) and (3) of this lemma immediately imply Conditions (1) and (3) of Lemma 4.6.
Also, since c ∈ W , Condition (2) of this lemma implies Condition (2) of Lemma 4.6. Hence, if there
exists an edge cd′ ∈ E(G) with d′ ∈ W then we can apply Lemma 4.6 to obtain the required partial
triple system. Otherwise, c is an isolated vertex in G[W ] (so c = d) and we need to ﬁrst repack
(U ∪ W , B) before we can apply Lemma 4.6.
Let dx,dy ∈ E(G[W ]) where x, y ∈ W and let P be the partition obtained by applying Lemma 3.1
with c,d ∈ W . Note that it is possible that x = y. If μG(bc) > 1, then we let (U ∪ W , B∗) be the
repacking of (U ∪ W , B) obtained by performing a (c,d)-switch emanating from x, and let G∗ be its
leave. Since μG(bc) > 1, xc,bc ∈ E(G∗), and we can apply Lemma 4.6 to (U ∪ W , B∗) to obtain the
required partial triple system. On the other hand, if μG(bc) = 1, then it is not the case that both
{dx,bc} and {dy,bc} are in P . Without loss of generality we assume that {dx,bc} /∈ P , let (U ∪ W , B∗)
be the repacking of (U ∪ W , B) obtained by performing a (c,d)-switch emanating from x, and let G∗
be its leave. Since {dx,bc} /∈ P , b is not the terminus of the switch, and so xc,bc ∈ E(G∗). Thus, we
can apply Lemma 4.6 to (U ∪ W , B∗) to obtain the required partial triple system. 
We are now ready to carry out the ﬁrst part of the embedding for this section. To do this we will
begin by adding a set W of u − 4 new vertices to the given partial triple system (U , A), and then
use Lemma 4.7 to add a set of U2-type triples which use all the edges in the leave of (U , A). We will
then use Lemma 5.1 to add U1-type triples until u − 1 vertices of U are each incident in the leave
with exactly λ edges, and the last vertex of U is incident in the leave with exactly 3λ edges.
Lemma 5.2. Let (U , A) be a partial triple system of order u  9 and index λ, let L be its leave, and suppose
that 	(L)  λ(u − 5), δ(L)  λ(u − 7), and (L)  λ(3u − 18). Then (U , A) can be embedded in a partial
triple system (U ∪ W , B) of order u + w and index λ with a leave G where
• w = |W | = u − 4,
• G[U ] is empty,
• (G[U ,W ]) = λ(u + 2),
• degG[U ,W ](α) = 3λ for some α ∈ U ,
• degG[U ,W ](x) = λ for all x ∈ U \ {α}, and
• (G[W ]) = (L) − λ(2u − 11).
Proof. Let w = u − 4 and let W be a set with |W | = w and W ∩ U = ∅. Since 	(L)  λ(w − 1),
Lemma 4.7 guarantees that there exists a λ-proper edge colouring γ of L with colour set W . Let
B0 = A ∪
{{
x, y, γ (e)
}
where x and y are the endpoints of e: e ∈ E(L)}
so that (U ∪ W , B0) is a partial triple system of index λ. Let G0 be its leave. We now construct a
sequence
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of partial triple systems of index λ, with leaves G0,G1, . . . ,Gt say, where t = 12 (λu(u−4)−2(L)−λu)
and where for i = 0,1, . . . , t − 1, (U ∪ W , Bi+1) is obtained from (U ∪ W , Bi) by applying Lemma 5.1.
Note that t  0 since 	(L) λ(u − 5) implies (L) 12λu(u − 5).
To check that we can indeed construct this sequence of partial triple systems of index λ, we let
k ∈ {0,1, . . . , t−1}, assume we have constructed (U ∪W , Bk), and show that it satisﬁes the conditions
of Lemma 5.1. Note that
• the U3-type triples in Bk are precisely those in A;
• there are exactly (L) U2-type triples in Bk;
• there are exactly k U1-type triples in Bk; and
• there are no U0-type triples in Bk .
Also note that Gk[U ] is empty, (Gk[U ,W ]) = λu(u−4)−2(L)−2k = λu+2(t−k), and (Gk[W ]) =
λ
(w
2
)− k = (L) − λ(2u − 10) + (t − k).
Condition (2) of Lemma 5.1 is satisﬁed. Since k t−1, there are at least λu+2 edges in Gk[U ,W ]
and this implies that Condition (1) of Lemma 5.1 is satisﬁed. That is, Gk has a path a,b, c with
a, c ∈ W and b ∈ U . Since 	(L) λ(w − 1), Condition (3) of Lemma 5.1 is satisﬁed for (U ∪ W , B0).
By choosing our path a,b, c such that degG[U ,W ](b)  λ + 2, Condition (3) will be satisﬁed for
(U ∪ W , Bk). If a and c are not both isolated vertices in Gk[W ] then, by interchanging the labels
of a and c if necessary, Condition (4) of Lemma 5.1 is satisﬁed. Hence we can assume that a and c
are both isolated vertices in Gk[W ]. Since k t − 1, Gk[W ] has at least (L) − λ(2u − 10) + 1 edges.
But (L) λ(3u − 18), so Gk[W ] has at least λ(u − 8) + 1 = λ(w − 4) + 1 edges. It follows that there
exists a vertex d ∈ W with degGk[W ](d) 2 and Condition (4) of Lemma 5.1 is satisﬁed. Hence we can
indeed construct (U ∪ W , Bt). Note that (Gt [U ,W ]) = λu and (since for k ∈ {0,1, . . . , t − 1}, when
we applied Lemma 5.1 we chose b such that degGk[U ,W ](b) λ+ 2) for each x ∈ U , degGt [U ,W ](x) λ,
which means that degGt [U ,W ](x) = λ for all x ∈ U .
Since there is a vertex α ∈ L such that degL(α) λ(u − 7), degG0[U ,W ](α) λw − λ(u − 7) = 3λ.
Thus, there are at least λ U1-type triples in Bt containing α. If we let (U ∪ W , B) be the partial
triple system obtained by removing these λ U1-type triples from (U ∪ W , Bt), then (U ∪ W , B) is the
required partial triple system. 
Before we can complete the embedding, we require the following result which allows us to repack
a partial triple system of index λ, satisfying certain conditions, so that its leave has a λ-proper edge
colouring with three colours.
Lemma 5.3. Let u be an integer and let w = u − 4. Let U and W be disjoint sets with |U | = u and |W | = w,
let (U ∪W , B) be a partial triple system of index λ > 1, let G be its leave and suppose the following conditions
are satisﬁed:
(1) G[U ] is empty;
(2) (G[U ,W ]) = λ(u + 2);
(3) (G[W ]) = λ(u − 7);
(4) degG[U ,W ](α) = 3λ for some α ∈ U;
(5) degG[U ,W ](x) = λ for all x ∈ U \ {α}.
Then there exists a repacking (U ∪W , B ′) of (U ∪W , B) with a leave G ′ such that degG ′ (x) = 3λ for all x ∈ W
and G ′ has a λ-proper edge colouring with three colours.
Proof. First let (U ∪ W , B0) be the repacking of (U ∪ W , B) obtained by applying Lemma 4.1 and
let G0 be its leave. Since w = u − 4, G[U ,W ] has λ(u + 2) edges, and G[W ] has λ(u − 7) edges,
it follows that every vertex of W has degree 3λ in G0. Second let (U ∪ W , B ′) be the repacking of
(U ∪ W , B0) obtained by applying Lemma 4.2 with T = U \ {α}, and let G ′ be its leave. Any λ-proper
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with three colours, as all the vertices in U \ {α} have degree λ in G ′ . Hence, it is suﬃcient to show
that G ′[W ∪ {α}] has a λ-proper edge colouring with three colours.
Now, G ′[W ∪ {α}] has w + 1 vertices and λw edges. Since there are λ(u − 1) edges in
G ′[U \ {α},W ], and since |degG[U\{α},W ](x) − degG[U\{α},W ](y)|  2 for all x, y ∈ W , it follows that
degG[U\{α},W ](x) λ − 1 for all x ∈ W . This means that each vertex of G ′[W ∪ {α}] other than α has
degree (in G ′[W ∪ {α}]) at most 2λ + 1, which is less than 3λ as λ > 1. Since α has degree 3λ in
G ′[W ∪ {α}], it follows by Lemma 4.8 that G ′[W ∪ {α}] has a λ-proper edge colouring with  3λ
λ
 = 3
colours. 
We are now ready to complete the embedding started in Lemma 5.2. We will ﬁrst use Lemma 4.6
to add U0-type triples and thus construct a partial triple system satisfying the conditions of
Lemma 5.3. We will then apply Lemma 5.3 and follow a simple procedure to complete the embedding.
Lemma 5.4. Let (U , A) be a partial triple system of order u  9 and index λ > 1with λ ≡ 0 (mod 3)whenever
u ≡ 2 (mod 3); let L be its leave and suppose that 	(L) λ(u− 5), δ(L) λ(u− 7), and (L) λ(3u− 18).
Then (U , A) can be embedded in a triple system of order 2u + 1 and index λ.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, we can embed (U , A) in a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B) of order u + w and
index λ with a leave G where
• w = |W | = u − 4,
• G[U ] is empty,
• (G[U ,W ]) = λ(u + 2),
• degG[U ,W ](α) = 3λ for some α ∈ U ,
• degG[U ,W ](x) = λ for all x ∈ U \ {α}, and
• (G[W ]) = (L) − λ(2u − 11).
Note that since λ ≡ 0 (mod 3) whenever u ≡ 2 (mod 3), we have (L) ≡ 0 (mod 3). We will now
construct from (U ∪ W , B) a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B ′) of index λ with a leave G ′ satisfying
the conditions of Lemma 5.3. If (L) = λ(3u − 18), we have (G[W ]) = λ(u − 7) and by letting B ′ = B
we are done. For (L) λ(3u−18)+3, we have (G[W ]) λ(u−7)+3 and we will proceed by using
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 to add U0-type triples until the number of unused edges with both vertices in
W is λ(u − 7).
Since λ(w − 3) + 3 > w for λ > 1, we have (G[W ]) > w . Suppose there is a connected simple
subgraph H of G[W ] with h vertices such that (H) > h. Then H is neither a cycle nor a tree. By
Lemma 4.3, there exists a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B∗) with a U0-type triple T ∈ B∗ and such
that (U ∪W , B∗ \{T }) is a repacking of (U ∪W , B). So suppose that there is no such connected simple
subgraph of G[W ]. Then since (G[W ]) > w  5, G[W ] has a subgraph M where E(M) is one of the
following:
(a) {xy, yz, xz}, with x, y, z distinct,
(b) {xy, xy, xz, zt}, with x, y, z, t distinct,
(c) {xy, xy, xz, xt}, with x, y, z, t distinct,
(d) {xy, xy, xz, xz, ts}, with x, y, z, t, s distinct,
(e) {xy, xy, xy, xz}, with x, y, z distinct,
(f) {xy, xy, xy, zs, zs} with x, y, z, s distinct,
(g) {xy, xy, xy, zs, zt} with x, y, z, s, t distinct,
(h) {xy, xy, xy, xy, ts}, with x, y, t, s distinct,
(i) {xy, xy, xy, xy, xy} with x, y distinct.
To see this, consider the multiplicity of G[W ], and let this number be m. Note that we have assumed
m 2. If m 5, then G[W ] has a subgraph M where E(M) is given by (i). If m = 4, then G[W ] has a
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E(M) is given by either (e), (f) or (g). Finally, if m = 2, then G[W ] has a subgraph M where E(M) is
given by either (a), (b), (c) or (d). Thus, by Lemma 4.4, there exists a partial triple system (U ∪W , B∗)
with a U0-type triple T ∈ B∗ and such that (U ∪ W , B∗ \ {T }) is a repacking of (U ∪ W , B). Hence
it is clear that we can repeatedly add U0-type triples until the number of unused edges with both
vertices in W is λ(u − 7), at which point we have a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B ′) of index λ with
a leave G ′ satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5.3.
Let (U ∪ W , B ′1) be the repacking of (U ∪ W , B ′) obtained by applying Lemma 5.3 and let G ′1 be
its leave. Then G ′1 has a λ-proper edge colouring with three colours, G ′1[U ] is empty, degG ′1 (x) = 3λ
for all x ∈ W , there is a unique vertex α ∈ U with degG ′1 (α) = 3λ, and degG ′1 (x) = λ for all x ∈ U \ {α}.
Let W ′ = W ∪{a1,a2,a3} where a1,a2,a3 /∈ U ∪W and let ρ be a λ-proper edge colouring of G ′1 with
colour set {a1,a2,a3}.
Now, let B ′2 be the set of triples obtained from B ′1 by adding a triple {x, y,ρ(e)}, where x and y
are the endpoints of e, for each edge e ∈ E(G ′1), and adding λ copies of the triple {a1,a2,a3}. Then
(U ∪ W , B ′2) is a partial triple system of order 2u − 1 and index λ and we let G ′2 be its leave. Notice
that the vertices of degree 3λ in G ′1 have degree 0 in G ′2, and the vertices of degree λ in G ′1 have
degree 2λ in G ′2. So degG ′2 (α) = 0, degG ′2 (x) = 2λ for all x ∈ U \ {α}, degG ′2 (x) = 0 for all x ∈ W , and
G ′2[W ′] is empty.
Let (U ∪ W , B ′3) be the repacking of (U ∪ W , B ′2) obtained by applying Lemma 4.1 and let G ′3 be
its leave. It is clear that degG ′3(x) = 2λ for each vertex x ∈ G ′3 \ {α}, and α is an isolated vertex. Since
G ′3 is bipartite with bipartition {U ,W ′}, it has a λ-proper edge colouring ω with two colours (it is
well known that any bipartite multigraph X has a proper edge colouring with 	(X) colours, so G ′3
has a proper edge colouring with 2λ colours, and hence a λ-proper edge colouring with two colours).
Let W ′′ = W ′ ∪ {a4,a5} where a4,a5 /∈ U ∪ W ′ , and let B ′4 be the set of triples obtained from B ′3 by
adding a triple {x, y,ω(e)}, where x and y are the endpoints of e, for each edge e ∈ E(G ′3), and adding
λ copies of the triple {α,a4,a5}. Then (U ∪ W ′′, B ′4) is the required triple system. 
6. Embedding partial systems with small leaves
The purpose of this section is to prove Lemma 6.7, that any maximal partial triple system of order
u  28 and odd index λ > 1 with λ ≡ 0 (mod 3) whenever u ≡ 2 (mod 3), and a leave L such that
(L) λ(3u− 9) whenever 	(L) λ(u− 5), has an embedding in a triple system of order 2u+ 1 and
index λ. First we need two more repacking results. The ﬁrst is needed only to prove the second.
Lemma 6.1. Let U and W be disjoint sets, let (U ∪ W , B) be a triple system of index λ, let G be its leave, and
suppose G contains a subgraph M, where a ∈ U , x, y, z, z′ ∈ W and E(M) is one of the following:
(i) {xy, ya,az,az},
(ii) {xy,az,az,az′,az′}.
Then there exists a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B ′) of index λ with a U1-type triple T ∈ B ′ such that a ∈ T
and (U ∪ W , B ′ \ {T }) is a repacking of (U ∪ W , B).
Proof. Case (i): If yz ∈ E(G) then let B ′ = B ∪ {{a, y, z}}. Otherwise, let (U ∪ W , B∗) be the repacking
of (U ∪ W , B) obtained by performing an (x, z)-switch emanating from y, and let G∗ be its leave.
Then (a, y, z) is a triangle in G∗ and we let T = {a, y, z} and B ′ = B∗ ∪ {T }.
Case (ii): If ya ∈ E(G) then we proceed as in Case (i). Otherwise, let (U ∪ W , B∗) be the repacking of
(U ∪ W , B) obtained by performing an (x, z)-switch emanating from y, and let G∗ be its leave. Then
{yz, za,az′,az′} ⊂ E(G∗) and we proceed as in Case (i). 
Lemma 6.2. Let U and W be disjoint sets, let (U ∪W , B) be a partial triple system of index λ, let G be its leave,
and let w = |W |. Suppose there exists an edge xy ∈ E(G[W ]) and a vertex α ∈ U such that degG[U ,W ](α)
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α ∈ T and (U ∪ W , B ′ \ {T }) is a repacking of (U ∪ W , B).
Proof. Let (U ∪W , B∗) be the repacking of (U ∪W , B) obtained by applying Lemma 4.2 with {α} ⊂ U ,
and let G∗ be its leave. Suppose that there exists a vertex z ∈ W with μG∗ (zα)  3, then since
|degG∗[{α},W ](c) − degG∗[{α},W ](d)| 2 for all c,d ∈ W , we have xα, yα ∈ E(G∗). Let T = {α, x, y} and
B ′ = B∗ ∪ {T } and we are done.
Thus, we can assume μG∗ (zα) 2 for all z ∈ W . Further, we can assume without loss of generality
that xα /∈ E(G∗) or else we have the triangle (α, x, y) in G∗ . Since degG[U ,W ](α) w + 1, there must
exist two vertices z, z′ ∈ W such that μG∗ (zα),μG∗(z′α) 2. It is clear that G∗ contains one of the
subgraphs required for Lemma 6.1. 
We are now ready to start the construction of the embeddings mentioned at the beginning of this
section. First, we embed the given partial triple system (U , A) of order u and index λ in a partial
triple system of order u +  u+12  and index λ. Then new vertices are added one at a time, with new
triples being added after the addition of each new vertex, until we eventually obtain a partial triple
system which can be embedded in a triple system by using Lemma 6.6.
At each stage we require that the partial triple system we have constructed thus far satisﬁes
several conditions, and we include these conditions in Deﬁnition 6.1. Several of the conditions involve
the value degG[U ,W ](x) − degG[U ](x) where (U ∪ W , B) is the constructed partial triple system, G is
its leave, and x ∈ U . Thus, for brevity we introduce the notation fG(x) to denote this value. That is,
for a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B) with a leave G , we deﬁne
fG(x) = degG[U ,W ](x) − degG[U ](x)
for all x ∈ U . Suppose (U ∪ W , B) and (U ∪ W , B ∪ {T }) are partial triple systems and let G and G ′
be their respective leaves. Note that if T is a U2-type triple, then for all x ∈ U , fG ′ (x) = fG(x), whilst
if T is a U1-type triple, then for x ∈ T ∩ U , fG ′ (x) = fG(x) − 2 and for all x ∈ U \ T , fG ′ (x) = fG(x).
Further, note that if (U ∪ W , B∗) with a leave G∗ is a repacking of (U ∪ W , B), then fG∗ (x) = fG(x)
for all x ∈ U . We will use these facts implicitly in the proofs that follow.
Deﬁnition 6.1. Suppose a partial triple system (U , A) of order u and index λ with a leave L is embed-
ded in a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B) of order u + w and index λ with a leave G . For S ⊆ U , we
say that such an embedding is S-good if the following conditions are satisﬁed.
(1) For all x ∈ U \ S , degG[U ](x) > λ(w − 1) whenever 	(L) > λ(u − 3) and degG[U ](x) > λ(w − 2)
otherwise.
(2) (L) λ(4u − 16) whenever λ(u − 5) < 	(L) λ(u − 4) and (L) λ(3u − 9) otherwise.
(3)  u+12  w  u − 1 and w  u − 2 whenever 	(L) λ(u − 3).
(4) |S| u − 5.
(5) E(G[U ]) = E(L) \ E(L[S]).
(6) G[U \ S] is empty.
(7) G[W ] is empty.
(8) For all x ∈ U \ S , degG[U ,W ](x) = λw .
(9) (G[U ,W ]) = λw(u + 1− w) + 2(G[U ]).
(10) For all x ∈ S , fG(x) λ(u + 1− w).
(11) If S = U , then for all x ∈ S , fG(x) 1 and fG(x) λ whenever S  w + 2.
(12) If there exists a vertex α ∈ U \ S such that degG[U ](α) > λ(w − 1), then
∑
x∈P ( fG(x)− λ(u − 1−
w)) 2λw where P = {x ∈ S: fG(x) > λ(u − 1− w)}.
(13) If degL(x)  degL(y)  λ u−12  for some x, y ∈ S , then | fG(x) − fG(y)|  max{|degL(y) −
degL(x)|,2}.
Conditions (1) and (3)–(9) will be basic properties of our construction. Condition (2) covers
the leaves that are not covered in the main result from Section 5. Condition (10) is required for
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struction. Condition (12) is needed only to verify Condition (10) is satisﬁed and Condition (13) is
needed only to verify Condition (12) is satisﬁed.
Suppose an embedding of (U , A) in (U ∪ W , B) is S-good. It is clear that if (U ∪ W , B∗) is any
repacking of (U ∪ W , B), then the embedding of (U , A) in (U ∪ W , B∗) is also S-good. This fact is
used implicitly in the proofs that follow.
Also, note that if there exists a vertex α ∈ U with degL(α) > λ(u − 3) then NbdL(α) = U \ {α}.
To see this, observe that if there is a vertex x ∈ U \ {α} which is not in NbdL(α), then there are λ
triples containing both x and α, and each of these reduces the degree in L of α by two. That is,
degL(α) λ(u − 1) − 2λ = λ(u − 3).
Lemma 6.3. Let (U , A) be a maximal partial triple system of order u  28 and odd index λ > 1 with λ ≡
0 (mod 3)whenever u ≡ 2 (mod 3), andwith a leave L such that (L) λ(3u−9)whenever	(L) λ(u−5).
Then (U , A) has an S-good embedding in a partial triple system (U ∪W , B) of order u+w and index λ where
w = |W | =  u+12  and S = {x ∈ U : degL(x) λ(w − 1)}.
Proof. Since λ ≡ 0 (mod 3) whenever u ≡ 2 (mod 3), (L) ≡ 0 (mod 3). Let (W , B∗) be a partial
triple system of order w and index λ with 13(L) triples.
Let R = U \ S . First we show that L[R] is empty. Suppose xy ∈ E(L[R]). Since (U , A) is maximal,
NbdL(x) ∩ NbdL(y) = ∅, but by the deﬁnition of S , degL(x),degL(y) > λ(w − 1), and this implies
that we have at least u + 1 vertices in U . Since this is a contradiction, L[R] is empty. Hence,
(L) λ(4u − 16) whenever λ(u−5) < 	(L) λ(u−4), (L) λ(3u−9) whenever λ(u−4) < 	(L)
λ(u − 3), and (L) λ(u − 1) whenever λ(u − 3) < 	(L) (by the remark immediately preceding this
lemma). It follows that Condition (2) of Deﬁnition 6.1 is satisﬁed.
The maximum number of triples in a partial triple system of order v and index λ is⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⌊
v
3
⌊
λ(v − 1)
2
⌋⌋
− 1 if v ≡ 2 (mod 6) and λ ≡ 4 (mod 6)
or v ≡ 5 (mod 6) and λ ≡ 1 (mod 3),⌊
v
3
⌊
λ(v − 1)
2
⌋⌋
otherwise
(see [8,18]). It is straightforward to check that since (L) λ(4u − 16), such a partial triple system of
index λ exists for all u  28.
Let s = |S|. The deﬁnition of S guarantees that 	(L[S])  λ(w − 1) and so by Lemma 4.7 there
exists a λ-proper edge colouring γ of L[S] with colour set W . Let
B0 = A ∪ B∗ ∪
{{
x, y, γ (e)
}
: e ∈ E(L[S]), and e has endpoints x and y}.
Clearly (U ∪ W , B0) is a partial triple system of index λ. Let G0 be its leave and let ε = (G0[W ]) =
λ
(w
2
)− (L).
We now construct a sequence
(U ∪ W , B0), (U ∪ W , B1), (U ∪ W , B2), . . . , (U ∪ W , Bε)
of partial triple systems with leaves G0,G1,G2, . . . ,Gε respectively. The partial triple system
(U ∪ W , Bi+1) is obtained from (U ∪ W , Bi) by applying Lemma 6.2, where for i = 0,1,2, . . . , ε − 1,
α = αi is a vertex in U such that fGi (αi)  fGi (x) for all x ∈ S . Note that since Lemma 6.2 repacks
and then adds a new U1-type triple, (Gi[W ]) = ε − i for i = 0,1,2, . . . , ε. In particular, Gε[W ] is
empty.
We need to check that we can indeed construct this sequence. To do this we assume we have
constructed (U ∪ W , Bk) for some k ∈ {0,1,2, . . . , ε − 1} and show that the conditions for Lemma 6.2
are satisﬁed with α = αk deﬁned as above.
Since k ε − 1, there is at least one edge, xy say, in Gk[W ]. We now check that degGk[U ,W ](αk)
w + 1. Observe that (G0[U ,W ]) = λuw − 2(L[S]) from which it follows that (Gk[U ,W ]) = λuw −
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
(
Gk[U ,W ]
)
> λuw − 2(L[S])− 2
(
λ
(
w
2
)
− (L)
)
= λw(u + 1− w) + 2((L) − (L[S])).
Substituting

(
Gk[U ,W ]
)=∑
x∈U
degGk[U ,W ](x), 2
(
(L) − (L[S]))=∑
x∈U
degGk[U ](x)
and ∑
x∈U
fGk (x) =
∑
x∈U
degGk[U ,W ](x) −
∑
x∈U
degGk[U ](x)
into the above inequality we obtain∑
x∈U
fGk (x) > λw(u + 1− w).
Now, for x ∈ R we have fGk (x) = λw − degGk[U ](x). Since degGk[U ](x) > λ(w − 1) for all x ∈ R ,
fGk (x) < λ. This implies that∑
x∈S
fGk (x) + λ|R|
∑
x∈U
fGk (x)
and since |R| = u − s, we have∑
x∈S
fGk (x) > λw(u + 1− w) − λ(u − s).
It follows that
fGk (αk) >
1
s
(
λw(u + 1− w) − λ(u − s)).
It is straightforward to check that since w =  u+12 , s u and λ 3,
λw(u + 1− w) − λ(u − s) sw.
So it follows that
fGk (αk) w + 1.
Since fGk (x) = degGk[U ,W ](x) − degGk[U ](x), this implies that
degGk[U ,W ](αk) w + 1
as required. So we can indeed construct the above sequence of partial triple systems.
It remains only to verify that (U ∪ W , Bε) is S-good. We have already veriﬁed Condition (2).
Conditions (1), (3), (5), (7), and (8) of Deﬁnition 6.1 are clearly satisﬁed. We now verify that the
remaining conditions are also satisﬁed.
As mentioned earlier, fG0 (x) = λw−degL(x). Thus, it follows from the construction of (U ∪W , Bε),
and the properties of repacking, that for all x ∈ S we have fGε (x) = λw − degL(x) − 2t(x) where t(x)
is the number of U1-type triples containing x (that is, t(x) = |{i ∈ {1,2, . . . , ε}: αi = x}|).
We now check conditions (4), (6), (9), (10), (11), (12) and (13) of Deﬁnition 6.1.
Condition (4): First suppose that λ(u − 5) < 	(L)  λ(u − 4). Since L[R] is empty, |R|  4. Now
suppose otherwise. We have (L) λ(3u − 9) and since L[R] is empty,
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∑
x∈R
degL(x)
and the deﬁnition of S guarantees that degL(x) > λ(w −1) λ u−12 for all x ∈ R . Hence if |R| 6 then
(L) > λ(3u − 3). This is a contradiction, so |R| 5 and Condition (4) holds.
Condition (6): This follows from the deﬁnition of repacking since we have already seen that L[R] is
empty.
Condition (9): Clearly (Gε[U ,W ]) = λuw − 2(L[S]) − 2ε. Substituting ε = λ
(w
2
)− (L), we obtain

(
Gε[U ,W ]
)= λuw − 2(L[S])− 2
(
λ
(
w
2
)
− (L)
)
= λw(u + 1− w) + 2((L) − (L[S])).
Since (Gε[U ]) = (L) − (L[S]), Condition (9) holds.
Condition (10): Let x ∈ S . As we have seen earlier, fGε (x) λw − degL(x). If u is odd, then fGε (x)
λw = λ(u+1−w) and Condition (10) holds in this case. Now suppose u is even. Then λ(u+1−w) =
λ(w − 1) and so fGε (x) > λ(u + 1 − w) implies that degL(x) < λ. Let P = {x ∈ S: degL(x) < λ} and|P | = p. By the construction of (U ∪ W , Bε), it is suﬃcient to show that
∑
x∈P
(
λ − degL(x)
)
 2ε.
The proof splits into two cases. In Case (i) either p  u2 or S = U , and in Case (ii) p  u+22 and S = U .
Case (i): Either p  u2 or S = U . We claim that
∑
x∈P (λ − degL(x))  λ u2 . If p  u2 then∑
x∈P (λ − degL(x))  λp  λ u2 as claimed. If S = U then there exists a vertex y ∈ U \ S with
degL(y) > λ(w − 1) = λ u2 . Hence,∑
x∈P
degL(x) degL(y) − λ(u − p)
and so we have
∑
x∈P
(
λ − degL(x)
)
 λp − degL(y) + λ(u − p) = λu − degL(y) < λ
u
2
,
as claimed.
Now suppose for a contradiction that
λ
u
2
> 2ε = 2
(
λ
(
w
2
)
− (L)
)
= λw(w − 1) − 2(L).
Since (L) λ(4u − 16),
λ
u
2
> λw(w − 1) − 2λ(4u − 16).
Simplifying we get
0 > u2 − 32u + 128 = (u − 16)2 − 128,
which is a contradiction since u  28. So
∑
x∈P (λ − degL(x)) 2ε.
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x∈P
(
λ − degL(x)
)
> 2ε.
Substituting ε = λ(w2 )− (L) gives
2(L) −
∑
x∈P
degL(x) > λw(w − 1) − λp,
and since 2(L) =∑x∈U degL(x) and w = u+22 , then
∑
x∈U\P
degL(x) > λ
u(u + 2)
4
− λp.
By assumption, S = U , so 	(L) λ(w − 1) = λ u2 and
(u − p)λu
2
> λ
u(u + 2)
4
− λp,
which, since u = 2, simpliﬁes to
u
2
> p,
which is a contradiction. Hence Condition (10) holds.
Condition (11): We have already seen that for x ∈ S , fG0(x) = λw − degL(x). Since degL(x) 
λ(w − 1) for all x ∈ S , we have fG0(x)  λ for all x ∈ S . Hence it is suﬃcient to show that for
i = 0,1,2, . . . , ε − 1, fGi (αi)  λ + 2. Suppose otherwise. That is, for some k ∈ {0,1,2, . . . , ε − 1}
we have fGk (αk) λ + 1. By the deﬁnition of αk , this implies that fGk (x) λ + 1 for all x ∈ S . Hence
we have,∑
x∈S
fGk (x) (λ + 1)s.
But we have already seen that∑
x∈S
fGk (x) > λw(u + 1− w) − λ(u − s)
so it must be the case that
λw(u + 1− w) < (λ + 1)s + λ(u − s).
Substituting s u − 1 into this expression and simplifying, we get
λw(u + 1− w) − (λ + 1)u + 1 < 0.
Substituting w = u+12 for u odd and w = u+22 for u even into this expression we get
λ(u − 1)2 − 4(u − 1) < 0 and λu(u − 2) − 4(u − 1) < 0
for u odd and u even respectively. Since u  28 and λ 3, this is a contradiction. So fGε (x) λ for
all x ∈ S and Condition (11) holds.
Condition (12): Let P = {x ∈ S: fG(x) > λ(u − w − 1)} and p = |P |. Assume for a contradiction that∑(
fGε (x) − λ(u − w − 1)
)
> 2λw.x∈P
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x∈P
λ(2w − u + 1) −
∑
x∈P
degL(x) − 2
∑
x∈P
t(x) > 2λw.
Since
∑
x∈P t(x) = ε and ε = λ
(w
2
)− (L),
0 > λw(w + 1) − 2(L) − λp(2w − u + 1) +
∑
x∈P
degL(x).
The proof splits into two cases: p  u2 and p >
u
2 .
Case (i): p  u2 . Since (L) λ(4u − 16), we have
0 > λw(w + 1) − 2λ(4u − 16) − λu
2
(2w − u + 1).
Substituting w = u+12 for u odd and w = u+22 for u even into this expression we get
1
4
(
u2 − 32u + 131)< 0 and 1
4
(
u2 − 32u + 136)< 0
for u odd and u even respectively. Since u  28, this is a contradiction and Condition (12) holds.
Case (ii): p > u2 . Since (L) =
∑
x∈U\P degL(x) − (L[U \ P ]) + (L[P ]) and (L) λ(4u − 16),∑
x∈U\P
degL(x) λ(4u − 16) + 
(
L[U \ P ])
and because (U , A) is maximal, L is triangle-free and (L[U \ P ]) λ( u−p2 )2. So,
0 > λw(w + 1) − λ
(
u − p
2
)2
− λ(4u − 16) − λp(2w − u + 1).
This expression attains its minimum at one of the endpoints of the interval u2 < p  u. Substituting
w = u+12 and p = u for u odd and w = u+22 and p = u for u even into this expression we get
1
4
(
u2 − 20u + 67)< 0 and 1
4
(
u2 − 22u + 72)< 0
for u odd and u even respectively. Since u  28, this is a contradiction. Substituting w = u+12 and
p = u+12 for u odd and w = u+22 and p = u+22 for u even into this expression we get
1
4
(
3u2 − 62u + 251)< 0 and 1
4
(
3u2 − 60u + 236)< 0
for u odd and u even respectively. Since u  28, this is a contradiction and Condition (12) holds.
Condition (13): Since fG0 (x) = λw − degL(x) for all x ∈ S , | fG0(y) − fG0(x)| = |degL(x) − degL(y)| for
all x, y ∈ S . Condition (13) follows from the construction of (U ∪ W , Bε). 
We now prove results that allow us to extend the S-good embedding given by Lemma 6.3 to an S-
good embedding in a partial triple system of larger order, or to an S ′-good embedding where S ⊂ S ′ .
These results are given in Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5 respectively.
Lemma 6.4. Let (U , A) be a partial triple system of order u  28 and odd index λ > 1, let L be its leave, and
suppose that for some S ⊆ U , (U , A) has an S-good embedding in a partial triple system of order u + w and
index λ with a leave G. If the following conditions are satisﬁed:
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• for all x ∈ U \ S, degG[U ](x) > λ(w − 1); and
• if 	(L) > λ(u − 3), then for all x ∈ U \ S, degG[U ](x) > λw;
then (U , A) has an S-good embedding in a partial triple system of order u + w + 1 and index λ.
Proof. Let W be a set with |W | = w and W ∩ U = ∅, and suppose that (U , A) has an S-good em-
bedding in a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B) of index λ with a leave G , where S = U , degG[U ](x) >
λ(w − 1) for all x ∈ U \ S , and if 	(L) > λ(u − 3), then for all x ∈ U \ S , degG[U ](x) > λw .
Choose a new element β /∈ U ∪ W , let W ′ = W ∪ {β}, B0 = B , w ′ = w + 1 and ε = λw . We now
construct a sequence
(
U ∪ W ′, B0
)
,
(
U ∪ W ′, B1
)
,
(
U ∪ W ′, B2
)
, . . . ,
(
U ∪ W ′, Bε
)
of partial triple systems with leaves G0,G1,G2, . . . ,Gε respectively. The partial triple system
(U ∪ W ′, Bi+1) is obtained from (U ∪ W ′, Bi) by applying Lemma 4.6 where for i = 0,1,2, . . . , ε − 1,
Q i = {x ∈ S: x ∈ NbdGi (β)}, c = β and b = αi ∈ Q i is chosen as follows. If |S|  w + 1 then αi is
chosen so that fGi [U∪W ](αi)  fGi [U∪W ](x) for all x ∈ Q i and fGi (αi)  fGi (y) for all y ∈ Q i with
fGi [U∪W ](αi) = fGi [U∪W ](y). If |S| w + 2 then αi is chosen so that fGi (αi) fGi (x) for all x ∈ Q i .
We need to check that we can indeed construct this sequence. To do this we assume that for some
k ∈ {0,1,2, . . . , ε − 1} we have constructed (U ∪ W ′, Bk) with degGk[U ,W ′\{β}](x) 1 for all x ∈ U , and
show that we can construct (U ∪ W ′, Bk+1) with degGk+1[U ,W ′\{β}](x) 1 for all x ∈ U . Conditions (8)
and (11) of Deﬁnition 6.1 together imply that degG0[U ,W ′\{β}](x)  1 for all x ∈ U . So Conditions (1)
and (3) of Lemma 4.6 are satisﬁed.
Deﬁne tk(x) = |{T ∈ Bk: x ∈ T }| − |{T ∈ B: x ∈ T }| for all x ∈ S . First we check that Qk = ∅. Since
tk(x) λ for all x ∈ S and k  ε − 1, it is suﬃcient to show that |S| w . Since S = U , there exists a
z ∈ U \ S such that degG[U ](z) > λ(w − 1). This, with the fact that G[U \ S] is empty, together imply
that |S| w . Hence Qk = ∅.
Since k ε−1, there is at least one vertex, z say, in NbdGk[W ′](β), so let d = z and Condition (4) of
Lemma 4.6 holds. Condition (2) of Lemma 4.6 is also satisﬁed since by the construction of (U ∪W ′, Bk)
all the triples containing β are U2-type.
So if we can show that degGk[U ,W ](αk)  2, then we can apply Lemma 4.6 and for all x ∈ U ,
degGk+1[U ,W ](x) 1. Suppose otherwise. Then fGk[U∪W ](αk) 1 since fGk[U∪W ](αk) degGk[U ,W ](αk).
We consider the cases |S| w + 1 and |S| > w + 1 separately.
First assume that |S| w + 1. Recall that if |S| w + 1 then αk is chosen so that fGk[U∪W ](αk)
fGk[U∪W ](x) for all x ∈ Qk and fGk (αk)  fGk (y) for all y ∈ Qk with fGk[U∪W ](αk) = fGk[U∪W ](y). It
is clear that fGk[U∪W ](x) = fG(x) − tk(x) for all x ∈ S . If tk(x) < λ for some x ∈ S , then by our choice
of αk , fGk[U∪W ](x)  fGk[U∪W ](αk)  1 and fG(x)  tk(x) + 1. If tk(x) = λ for some x ∈ S , then by
Condition (10) of Deﬁnition 6.1, fG(x) λ(u + 1− w) = λ(u − w) + tk(x). Hence∑
x∈S
(
fG(x) − tk(x)
)
 λ(w − 1)(u − w) + (|S| − (w − 1)),
and since
∑
x∈S tk(x) < λw , we have∑
x∈S
fG(x) < λ(w − 1)(u + 1− w) +
(|S| − (w − 1))+ λ. (6.1)
To derive a contradiction we obtain a lower bound on
∑
x∈S fG(x). For x ∈ U \ S we have fGk (x) =
λw − degGk[U ](x). Since degG[U ](x) > λ(w − 1) for all x ∈ U \ S , fG(x) λ − 1. This implies that∑
x∈S
fG(x) + (λ − 1)
(
u − |S|)∑
x∈U
fG(x).
However
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x∈U
fG(x) =
∑
x∈U
degG[U ,W ](x) −
∑
x∈U
degG[U ](x),
and

(
G[U ,W ])=∑
x∈U
degG[U ,W ](x), and 2
(
G[U ])=∑
x∈U
degG[U ](x),
so by Condition (9) of Deﬁnition 6.1, we have
∑
x∈U
fG(x) 
(
G[U ,W ])− 2(G[U ])= λw(u + 1− w).
Hence,
∑
x∈S
fG(x) λw(u + 1− w) − (λ − 1)
(
u − |S|). (6.2)
Combining (6.1) with (6.2) and simplifying we obtain
u − 1− |S| + (λ − 1)(|S| − w)< 0,
which is a contradiction since |S|  u − 1, λ  3 and |S|  w . So fGk[U∪W ](x)  1 for all x ∈ S , and
fGk[U∪W ](αk) 2. Hence fGk+1 (x) 1 for all x ∈ S and we can indeed construct the above sequence
of partial triple systems.
Now assume that |S| w +2. We show that fGk (αk) λ+2 (to satisfy Condition (10)). Recall that
if |S| w + 2 then αk is chosen so that fGk (αk) fGk (x) for all x ∈ Qk . For a contradiction, suppose
that fGk (αk)  λ + 1. It is clear that fGk (x) = fG(x) − 2tk(x) + λ for all x ∈ S . If tk(x) < λ for some
x ∈ S , then by our choice of αk , fGk (x) fGk (αk) λ + 1 and fG(x) 2tk(x) + 1. If tk(x) = λ for some
x ∈ S , then by Condition (10) of Deﬁnition 6.1, fG(x) λ(u + 1− w) = λ(u − 1− w) + 2tk(x). Hence
∑
x∈S
(
fG(x) − 2tk(x)
)
 λ(w − 1)(u − 1− w) + (|S| − (w − 1)),
and since
∑
x∈S tk(x) < λw , we have∑
x∈S
fG(x) < λ(w − 1)(u + 1− w) +
(|S| − (w − 1))+ 2λ. (6.3)
Combining (6.3) with (6.2) and simplifying we obtain
u − 1− |S| + (λ − 1)(|S| − w − 1)− 1 < 0,
which is a contradiction since |S|  u − 1, λ  3 and |S|  w + 2. So fGk (αk)  λ + 2 and since
fG0(x) = fG(x) + λ λ + 1 for all x ∈ S , it follows by induction that fGk+1(x) λ for all x ∈ S and we
can indeed construct the above sequence of partial triple systems.
It remains to show that the embedding of (U , A) in (U ∪ W ′, Bε) is S-good. It is either clear or
routine to check that Conditions (1), (2), and (4)–(8) of Deﬁnition 6.1 are satisﬁed. To verify Condi-
tion (1) we use the fact that degG[U ](x) > λ(w − 1) = λ(w ′ − 2) for all x ∈ U \ S , and the fact that
if 	(L) > λ(u − 3) then degG[U ](x) > λw = λ(w ′ − 1) for all x ∈ U \ S . We now verify the remaining
conditions are also satisﬁed.
Condition (3): We know that S = U . If 	(L) > λ(u − 3), then degG[U ](x) > λw for all x ∈ U \ S , and
	(G[U ]) λ(u−1). So w < u−1 which implies that w ′  u−1 as required. Otherwise, degG[U ](x) >
λ(w − 1) for all x ∈ U \ S , and 	(G[U ])  λ(u − 3). So we have w − 1 < u − 3, which implies that
w ′  u − 2 as required.
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follows from (G[U ,W ]) = λw(u + 1− w) + 2(G[U ]) that

(
Gε[U ,W ]
)= λw(u + 1− w) + 2(Gε[U ])+ λu − 2λw.
Replacing w with w ′ − 1 in this expression and simplifying we get

(
Gε[U ,W ]
)= λw ′(u + 1− w ′)+ 2(Gε[U ])
which is what we require.
Condition (10): Let P = {x ∈ S: fG(x) > λ(u − 1 − w)}. For a contradiction, suppose that for some
y ∈ S , fGε (y) = fG(y) + λ − 2tε(y) > λ(u + 1 − w ′). Then fG(y) − 2tε(y) > λ(u − 1 − w) and y ∈ P .
Moreover, tε(y) < λ as fG(y) λ(u + 1− w). Hence, by the construction of (U ∪ W , Bε), for all x ∈ S
with tε(x) > 0, fG(x) − 2tε(x) λ(u − 1− w) and x ∈ P . So we have∑
x∈P
(
fG(x) − λ(u − 1− w)
)
> 2
∑
x∈P
tε(x) = 2λw,
which contradicts Condition (12) of Deﬁnition 6.1. Hence, Condition (10) holds.
Condition (11): We have already shown that for all x ∈ S and k ε, fGk (x) 1 when |S| w + 1 and
fGk (x) λ when |S| w + 2. Condition (11) follows immediately.
Condition (12): Let P = {x ∈ S: fGε (x) > λ(u − 1− w ′)}. Suppose for a contradiction that∑
x∈P
(
fGε (x) − λ
(
u − 1− w ′))> 2λw ′.
Since w ′ = w + 1 and fGε (x) = fG(x) + λ − 2tε(x) for all x ∈ S , we have∑
x∈P
(
fG(x) + λ − 2tε(x)
)
> λ(u − 2− w)|P | + 2λ(w + 1).
We note that since fGε (x) λ(u + 1 − w ′) for all x ∈ S , we have fGε (x) − λ(u − 1 − w ′) 2λ for all
x ∈ P and |P | w + 2. But P ⊆ S = U , so w  u − 3. Moreover, by the construction of (U ∪ W ′, Bε),
if tε(x) > 0 for some x ∈ S then x ∈ P . Hence ∑x∈S tε(x) =∑x∈P tε(x) = λw , and we have∑
x∈P
fG(x) > λ(u − 3− w)|P | + 2λ(2w + 1). (6.4)
To derive a contradiction we now obtain an upper bound for
∑
x∈P fG(x). Let R = U \ S . Since G[S]
and G[R] are empty,

(
G[U ])=∑
x∈S
degG[U ](x).
Hence,
∑
x∈S
fG(x) =
∑
x∈S
degG[U ,W ](x) − 
(
G[U ]).
But by Conditions (8) and (9) of Deﬁnition 6.1,
λw(u + 1− w) + 2(G[U ])= (G[U ,W ])=∑degG[U ,W ](x) + λw|R|.
x∈S
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∑
x∈S
fG(x) = λw(u + 1− w) + 
(
G[U ])− λw|R|. (6.5)
Since |S| |P | w + 2 (shown above), fG(x) λ for all x ∈ S \ P , and we have∑
x∈P
fG(x) < λw(u + 1− w) + 
(
G[U ])− λw|R| − λ(|S| − |P |).
Combining this with (6.4) we obtain
λw(u + 1− w) + (G[U ])− λw|R| − λ|S| > λ(u − 4− w)|P | + 2λ(2w + 1).
Since |P | w + 2 (shown above) and |S| = u − |R|,

(
G[U ])− λ(w − 1)|R| > 3λu − 3λw − 6λ. (6.6)
We now consider the cases (G[U ]) λ(3u − 9) and λ(3u − 9) < (G[U ]) λ(4u − 16) separately.
Case (i): (G[U ]) λ(3u − 9). From (6.6) we have
λ(3u − 9) − λ(w − 1)|R| > 3λu − 3λw − 6λ,
which simpliﬁes to
(|R| − 3)(w − 1) < 0.
If |R| 3 then this is a contradiction. Hence we can assume that |R| ∈ {1,2}. We now split into two
further subcases; 	(L) λ(u − 3) and 	(L) > λ(u − 3). First suppose that 	(L) λ(u − 3). Then by
Conditions (5) and (6) of Deﬁnition 6.1 it is clear that (G[U ])  λ(u − 3)|R|. Thus it follows from
(6.6) that
λ(u − 3)|R| − λ(w − 1)|R| > 3λu − 3λw − 6λ.
This simpliﬁes to
(
3− |R|)(u − w − 2) < 0.
Since |R| ∈ {1,2} and w  u − 3 (shown above), this is a contradiction. Now suppose that 	(L) >
λ(u − 3). By the remark immediately preceding Lemma 6.4, |R| = 1 and by Condition (5) of Deﬁni-
tion 6.1, (G[U ]) λ(u − 1). Thus it follows from (6.6) that
λ(u − 1) − λ(w − 1) 3λu − 3λw − 6λ.
This simpliﬁes to
2(u − 3− w) < 0.
Since w  u − 3 (as shown above), this is a contradiction and Condition (12) holds whenever
(G[U ]) λ(3u − 9).
Case (ii): λ(3u − 9) < (G[U ]) λ(4u − 16). Since (G[U ]) (L), by Condition (2) of Deﬁnition 6.1
we have λ(u − 5) < 	(L) λ(u − 4) and |R| 4. Moreover, λ(3u − 9) < (G[U ]) implies that |R| 4
since G[R] is empty. Hence |R| = 4, and L[S] is empty by the maximality of L. Thus degL(x)  4λ
for all x ∈ S , and |degL(y) − degL(x)| < 4λ for all x, y ∈ S . Thus by Condition (13) of Deﬁnition 6.1,
| fG(x) − fG(y)| < 4λ for all x, y ∈ S . It follows from (6.4) that max{ fG(x): x ∈ S} > λ(u − 1 − w)
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x∈P
fG(x) < λw(u + 1− w) + 
(
G[U ])− λw|R| − λ(u − 5− w)(|S| − |P |).
Combining this with (6.4) we obtain
λ(u − 3− w)|P | + 2λ(2w + 1) < λw(u + 1− w) + (G[U ])− λw|R|
− λ(u − 5− w)(|S| − |P |).
Since |R| = 4, |S| = u − 4, |P | w + 2 and (G[U ]) λ(4u − 16), we have
(u − w)(u − w − 13) + 42 < 0.
This is a contradiction for all integers u − w and Condition (12) holds.
Condition (13): If |S|  w + 2 then Condition (13) follows immediately from the construction of
(U ∪ W ′, Bε). So suppose |S|  w + 1. Recall that if |S|  w + 1 then αi is chosen so that
fGi [U∪W ](αi)  fGi [U∪W ](x) for all x ∈ Q i and fGi (αi)  fGi (y) for all y ∈ Q i with fGi [U∪W ](αi) =
fGi [U∪W ](y). Also, note that fG(x) − λ  fGε (x)  fG(x) + λ for all x ∈ S . Let x, y ∈ S and let
h = fG(y) − fG(x)  0. By our choice of αi for i = 0,1, . . . , ε − 1, if fG(y)  fG(x) + d where
d = h whenever 0 h  λ and d = λ otherwise, then fGε (x) + h  fGε (y) fGε (x) − max{d,2}. Thus| fGε (y) − fGε (x)|max{| fG(y) − fG(x)|,2} for all x, y ∈ S . Hence Condition (13) holds. 
Lemma 6.5. Let (U , A) be a partial triple system of order u  28 and odd index λ > 1, and suppose that for
some S ⊆ U , (U , A) has an S-good embedding in a partial triple system of order u + w and index λ with a
leave G. If there exists a vertex α ∈ U \ S such that
degG[U ](α)
{
λw if 	(L) > λ(u − 3),
λ(w − 1) otherwise,
then (U , A) has an (S ∪ {α})-good embedding in a partial triple system of order u + w and index λ.
Proof. Let W be a set with |W | = w and W ∩ U = ∅, and suppose that (U , A) has an S-good
embedding in a partial triple system (U ∪ W , B0) of index λ with a leave G0, and α ∈ U \ S with
degG0[U ](α) = ε such that ε  λw if 	(L) > λ(u − 3), and ε  λ(w − 1) otherwise. Since G0[U \ S] is
empty, NbdG0[U ](α) ∩ (U \ S) = ∅.
We now construct a sequence
(U ∪ W , B0), (U ∪ W , B1), (U ∪ W , B2), . . . , (U ∪ W , Bε)
of partial triple systems with leaves G0,G1,G2, . . . ,Gε respectively. The partial triple system
(U ∪ W , Bi+1) is obtained from (U ∪ W , Bi) by applying Lemma 4.6.
We need to check that we can indeed construct this sequence. To do this we assume that we
have constructed (U ∪ W , Bk) for some k ∈ {0,1,2, . . . , ε − 1} and show that the conditions of
Lemma 4.6 are satisﬁed. Since k  ε − 1, there is at least one vertex, y say, in NbdGk[U ](α). Let
c = α and b = y. Condition (11) of Deﬁnition 6.1 implies that degGk[U ,W ](x)  1 for all x ∈ S . If
	(L) > λ(u − 3), then by the remark immediately preceding Lemma 6.4, U \ S = {α} and since
degG0[U ](α) λw and k  ε − 1, Condition (8) of Deﬁnition 6.1 implies that degGk[U ,W ](α) 1. Oth-
erwise, since degG0[U ](α) λ(w − 1), Condition (8) of Deﬁnition 6.1 implies that degGk[U ,W ](x)  λ
for all x ∈ U \ S .
Hence we choose a ∈ NbdGk[U ,W ](y) and d ∈ NbdGk[U ,W ](α). So Conditions (1), (3) and (4) of
Lemma 4.6 are satisﬁed. Condition (2) of Lemma 4.6 is also satisﬁed since all the triples contain-
ing α are either U3-type or U2-type. Hence we can apply Lemma 4.6 and obtain (U ∪ W , Bk+1) with
{α, y,a} ∈ Bk+1 and such that (U ∪ W , Bk+1 \ {α, y,a}) is a repacking of (U ∪ W , Bk).
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fGε (x) = fG0(x) for all x ∈ U and degGε[U ](α) = 0. Hence it is straightforward to check that Condi-
tions (1)–(9) and (13) of Deﬁnition 6.1 are satisﬁed. We will now verify the remaining conditions,
considering the cases 	(L) > λ(u − 3) and 	(L) λ(u − 3) separately.
First suppose that 	(L) > λ(u − 3). We have S ∪ {α} = U and 0 fGε (α) < λ. So Conditions (11)
and (12) of Deﬁnition 6.1 are trivially satisﬁed. Since w  u − 1 by Condition (3) of Deﬁnition 6.1,
Condition (10) is also satisﬁed. Hence (U , A) has an (S ∪ {α})-good embedding in (U ∪W , Bε) in this
case.
Now suppose 	(L)  λ(u − 3). We have λ  fGε (α) < 2λ and by Condition (3) of Deﬁnition 6.1,
w  u − 2. If w  u − 3, then 2λ λ(u − 1− w) and Conditions (10), (11) and (12) of Deﬁnition 6.1
are satisﬁed. If w = u − 2 then degGε (x) λ(u − 3) = λ(w − 1) for all x ∈ U \ S . Thus Condition (12)
of Deﬁnition 6.1 is trivially satisﬁed. Also, λ  fGε (α) < 2λ < λ(u + 1 − w) = 3λ, so Conditions (10)
and (11) of Deﬁnition 6.1 are satisﬁed. Hence (U , A) has an (S ∪{α})-good embedding in (U ∪W , Bε)
in this case and we are ﬁnished. 
We need the following lemma and then we are ready to prove the main result of this section.
Lemma 6.6. Let u and w be positive integers with w  u, let U and W be disjoint sets with |U | = u and
|W | = w, and let (U ∪ W , B) be a partial triple system of index λ with a leave G such that
• G is bipartite with bipartition {U ,W };
• degG(x) = λ(u + 1− w) for all x ∈ W ; and
• degG(x) λ(u + 1− w) for all x ∈ U .
Then (U ∪ W , B) can be embedded in a triple system of order 2u + 1 and index λ.
Proof. Let s = u + 1− w . Since 1 w  u, we have 1 s u. The proof is by induction on s. If s = 1
then w = u, G is λ-regular and it is easy to see that (U ∪ W , B) has an embedding of order 2u + 1.
Assume that the result holds for some s′ in the range 1 s′ < u. We now show that the result holds
for s = s′ + 1, thus completing the proof.
It is well known that for any positive k, the edges of any bipartite graph can be coloured with
k colours such that for any two colours i and j and any vertex x, the number of edges of colour i
incident with x differs from the number of edges of colour j incident with x by at most 1 [21]. Give
G such a colouring with s colours and let one of the colours be β /∈ U ∪ W .
Let W ′ = W ∪ {β} and let B ′ be the set of triples obtained from B by adding a triple {β, x, y} for
each edge xy of G that is assigned colour β . Since 	(G) = λs, it is clear that (U ∪ W ′, B ′) is a triple
system of index λ. Let G ′ be its leave. It is clear that G ′ is bipartite with bipartition {U ,W ′}, so it
remains only to show that degG ′ (x) = λs′ for all x ∈ W ′ and degG ′ (x) λs′ for all x ∈ U .
Consider a vertex x in U ∪ W . Noting that degG(x) ≡ λs (mod 2) for each x ∈ V (G), let the degree
of x be λs − 2t . So t  0 if x ∈ U and t = 0 if x ∈ W . Now, the number of edges of colour β incident
with x is at least λ−t for x ∈ U , and is exactly λ for x ∈ W . For if x ∈ U and there are λ−t−1 or fewer
edges of colour β incident with x, then in G there can be no more than (s− 1)(λ − t) + (λ − t − 1) =
λs − st − 1 edges incident with x. This is a contradiction as s  2 and degG(x) = λs − 2t . Hence, we
have degG ′ (x) (λs − 2t) + λ − 2(λ − t) = λ(s − 1) = λs′ with equality when x ∈ W . Finally, since the
number of edges of colour β in G is λw , it follows that degG ′ (β) = λ(w + u) − 2λw = λs′ . 
Lemma 6.7. Let (U , A) be a maximal partial triple system of order u  28 and odd index λ > 1 with λ ≡
0 (mod 3)whenever u ≡ 2 (mod 3), andwith a leave L such that (L) λ(3u−9)whenever	(L) λ(u−5).
Then (U , A) can be embedded in a partial triple system of order 2u + 1 and index λ.
Proof. By Lemma 6.3, for some S0 ⊆ U , (U , A) has an S0-good embedding in a partial triple sys-
tem (U ∪ W0, B0) of order u + w0 and index λ, where w0 = |W0| =  u+12 . Let G0 be the leave of
(U ∪ W0, B0).
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system (U ∪ W , B) in which (U , A) has an S-good embedding for some S ⊆ U , until we obtain a
U -good embedding of (U , A). We need to specify which of these lemmas we apply at each stage,
verify that we can indeed apply them, and verify that we eventually obtain a U -good embedding
of (U , A).
Suppose we have an S-good embedding, with S = U , of (U , A) in a partial triple system
(U ∪ W , B) of index λ with leave G , and let w = |W |. First consider the case 	(L)  λ(u − 3). We
apply Lemma 6.4 if for all x ∈ U \ S , degG[U ](x) > λ(w − 1) and we apply Lemma 6.5 otherwise. Now
consider the case 	(L) > λ(u − 3). We apply Lemma 6.4 if for all x ∈ U \ S , degG[U ](x) > λw and we
apply Lemma 6.5 otherwise.
It is thus easy to see that for S = U , we can indeed apply either Lemma 6.4 or Lemma 6.5. Since
Lemma 6.4 results in an S-good embedding of (U , A) in a partial triple system of order u + w + 1
and index λ, it is clear that we must eventually obtain a U -good embedding of (U , A). Note that
Condition (3) of Deﬁnition 6.1 guarantees that the order of the resulting partial triple system is at
most 2u − 1. Hence we can indeed construct a U -good embedding (U ∪ W ′, B ′) of (U , A). Let G ′ be
the leave of (U ∪ W ′, B ′) and let w ′ = |W ′|. Applying Lemma 4.1 we obtain a repacking (U ∪ W ′, B∗)
of (U ∪ W ′, B ′) with a leave G∗ such that |degG∗ (x) − degG∗(y)| 2 for all x, y ∈ W ′ . We now show
that (U ∪ W ′, B∗) satisﬁes the conditions of Lemma 6.6.
By Conditions (5) and (7) of Deﬁnition 6.1, G∗ is bipartite with bipartition {U ,W ′}. By Condi-
tion (9) of Deﬁnition 6.1 we have (G∗) = λw ′(u+1−w ′) which implies that degG∗ (x) = λ(u+1−w ′)
for all x ∈ W ′ (since degG∗ (x) has the same parity as λ(u + w ′ − 1)). Condition (10) of Deﬁnition 6.1
guarantees that degG∗(x) λ(u + 1− w ′) for all x ∈ U . Hence the result follows by Lemma 6.6. 
7. Main result
Theorem 7.1. Let (U , A) be a partial triple system of order u  28 and index λ. Then for any λ-admissible
v  2u + 1, (U , A) can be embedded in a triple system of order v and index λ.
Proof. The case λ = 1 has been settled by Bryant and Horsley [4] and the case λ is even has been set-
tled by Johansson [13], also see [9]. Thus, we assume λ 3 is odd. This implies that any λ-admissible
v is odd. Clearly, (U , A) can be embedded in a maximal partial triple system of order v−12 by arbi-
trarily adding triples. Thus, we can assume that v = 2u + 1, λ ≡ 0 (mod 3) whenever u ≡ 2 (mod 3),
and (U , A) is maximal.
Let L be the leave of (U , A). We ﬁrst observe that δ(L)  λ(u − 7). Since (U , A) is maximal, L is
triangle-free and so by Turán’s Theorem [20] the number of edges in L is at most 14λu
2. However, if
δ(L) > λ(u − 7), then L has at least 12λu(u − 7) edges. Since 12λu(u − 7) + 1 > 14λu2 for u  28, this
is a contradiction. The required embedding of (U , A) can thus be obtained by applying Lemma 5.4
when 	(L) λ(u − 5) and (L) λ(3u − 18), and by applying Lemma 6.7 in all other cases. 
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